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NEW KAHLES K525i dynamic long range (DLR)
COMPETING ON TOP LEVEL

K525i - 5-25x56i DLR

The K 525i combines maximum optical performance and precision with unique handling and ergonomics. The
new DLR model was optimised for the high requirements that the speed at Dynamic Long Range competitions
brings, while additionally being equipped with an extra wide field of view, easy readable clicks, extra-long throw
lever, and a parallax spinner.
The central array of the parallax wheel is only available at and patented by KAHLES, which allows for
ergonomically optimal and extremely quick - both right- and left-handed - operation of the adjustment options
for side elevation and parallax correction. The important click indicators on the turrets were enlarged even more
on this K525i model and are now easier to read and operate from the shooting positions in DLR disciplines and
their fast time laps.
The TWIST GUARD anti-twist safeguard that was established and patented in the meantime reliably prevents
accidental adjustment of the windage turret with its freely rotating covering cap. It allows for fast, unobstructed
operation by the shooter, without time-consuming “locking” or “unlocking”. The supplied extra-long throw lever
and the parallax spinner ensure for an even faster and more intuitive adjustment of magnification and parallax.
The K525i DLR is furthermore equipped with the newly developed illuminated reticle SKMR4 on the first focal
plane, specifically developed for the dynamic requirements of competitions, such as PRS.
With the K525i DLR, the shooter can concentrate on the essentials in a competition and hit the target even faster.
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P R O D UC T HI G HL I G HT S
 Maximum optical performance with extra wide field of view
 100 clicks per rotation - absolutely reliable repeat accuracy and clearly defined clicks
 Extra-large turret lettering for easy and fast reading
 Optional left or right TWIST GUARD windage
 Special equipment: extra-long throw lever & parallax spinner for quick adjustments
 Precise illuminated SKMR4 reticle in 1st focal plane

T EC HN IC A L D A T A
Order number
Magnification
Objective lens diameter (mm)
Exit pupil diameter (mm)
Eye relief (mm)
Field of view (m/100m)
Diopter compensation (dpt.)
Twilight factor (ISO 58388)
Parallax adjustment (m)
Impact correction per click
Adjustment range E/W (m/100m)
Adjustment direction
Windage
Tube diameter (mm)
Zero Stop
TWIST GUARD
Objective filter thread
Length (mm)
Weight (g)
Focal plane
Reticle (illuminated)
Battery type
Warranty
Accessories (included)

Accessories (optional)

10677
10678
5-25
5-25
56
56
9,5-2,3
9,5-2,3
95
95
7,7/1,6
7,7/1,6
+2/-3,5
+2/-3,5
16,7-37,4
16,7-37,4
20-∞
20-∞
0,1 MRAD
0,1 MRAD
2,9/1,3
2,9/1,3
CCW
CCW
left
right
34
34




M58 x 0.75
M58 x 0.75
377
377
995
995
1st
1st
SKMR4
SKMR4
CR2032
CR2032
10 years (2 years electronic)
Throw Lever, Parallax Spinner with engraving
KAHLES / Tenebraex Flip Up Cover 56mm
KAHLES / Tenebraex Flip Up Cover ocular 46mm
KAHLES / Flatline Bubble Level 34mm
Sunshield 56mm
Tenebraex Killflash ARD 56mm

The K525i DLR will be available in stores starting March 2021 for a retail price of € 3.550. High-resolution
images and our introduction video can be found on our website in the Newsroom.
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